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This cover in the collection of Mr. Charles St1bbe bears an 
arms t¥rpe 1 Kop. stamp ·overprinted with an aeroplane and the 
words . 'VLADIVOSTOK 1923 20 KOP _. 11 . · 

According to D. F1eld 1 s Air Mail catalogue some of the 
perforate and 1mperforate values of the arms type at.amps were 
overprinted thus by the aissian Printing Company, . Vladivostok, 
and sold at a premium of 20 kopecks in aid of the Famine Relief 
Fund and were valid for one day . only, the 28th July, 1923. The 
catalogue gives the figures for the number of copies of each 
denomination overprinted, there being only 150 copies of the l 
Kop. perf. and l _esa than 1,000 of all values. 

The cover 1s addressed to Nikolsk Ussurisk1 Poste .Restante, 
the stamp 1s cancelled "VLADIVOSTOK 28.7.23.n and there is also . 
a postmark of N1kolsk Ussur1sk1 Railway Station of the same · date, 
It is signed with the stamp of Dr. Pau1. Jentschouw as a guarantee 
of authenticity. 

The stamps are catalogued by Michel but not by Gibbons. Air 
Ma11· collectors regard this as a very ·raro item. 
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THE IDMANOV TERCENTENARY ISSUE AND ITS SUBSEQUENT USE. 

The dearth of material about the most interesting and the 
loveliest of all the Imperial Russian issues, has been an 
intriguing incentive in this research. One must admit that the 
personal meeting with C_zar Nicholas II a-t:, a war hospital 1n 
Ekaterinodar, helped considerably to glamourize a youngster's 
study of a dynasty, a task that continued to the present day. 

A careful perusal of Russian history texts, while still in 
Russia, and later, reveals that the Jubilee should have been 
cele,brated in a much earlier era. In 1380, a coalition of 
RusEiian princes defe_ated the Tartars, and established Czardom, 
under Ivan III, · Ivan the _ Terrible, or r:v took the title of the 
Cza~ of all Russia, and . raised the House of Romanovs to the 
throne in 1533. Thus a jubilee of five hundred years of Romanov 
rule should have been celebrated in 1880, or 300 years by other 
historians, in 1833! Some documents claim that Ivan the . 
Terrible's nephew Feodor was the founder of the dynasty. The 
official .celebration on January 14th (January 1st old style) 
philatelically celebrated in 1913 the election of Michael 
Feodorovich, son of the Archibishop of Rostov, and a nephew of 
the last Czar. This lame and sickly ruler was a descendent of 
Rurik, a Norse prince who founded all qf the rul'ing Russian 
dynasties in 862. · 

The exact tercentenary of that historical election was 
March the 6th, and the issuance of the commemoratives earlier 
that year, was but a minute part ·or a nation-wide celebration, 
spearheaded by gigantic and elaborate festivities at St. 
Petersb11rg. 

The issue holds a .record ror preparation. It took four 
years to produce the essays and the· p·roofs that were finally 
accepted. ·Half a million gold roubles, an est~bliehment of 
4,000 workers in the 9ffice for the Manufacture of State 
Papers in St. ·Pete.rsburg,_ the skill of the finest engravers 
went into the supreme effort. Premier artists were assigned 
to execute the designs. It was a radical departure from the 
e;qu1s1to but conservative previous issues that featured the 
double-headed eagle and the imperial arms. This time all the 
leading figures .of the dynasty were portrayed, an ironical 
paraqe of the Imperial Ghosts to witness an impending dissolu
tion of the Romanov rule and of the Empire, 

The designs were executed by Richard Zarrin (2,3,10~20 kop. 
and 5 rouble), E. Lancere (4,14 35,50 kop. and 2 roublesJ, and 
J. Bilibin (1,7,25,50 kop. nnd i,3 roubles). The frames were 
designed by M. Antonov. The engravers working either in 
intaglio or in relief, were F. Lundin (4,7,10,20 kop 3,5 

· roubles), and J •. Ksidias (2,3,14,50 kop. 1,2 roublesJ. The 
relief dies for the typographical printing of 1,15,25 and 35 kop, 
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stamps were executed by Ferdinand Schimboc·kof Vienne., who was 
called in to render his services, 

Several famous paintinfs were used as a source for the 
portraits on the stamp~. Among them ·were: 

1 kop. 
4 kop. 
14 kop. 

50 lrnp. 

Peter the Great bv Dutch painter De Moor, 
11 11 11 r, Kneller (Hampton Court), 

Catherine the Great (II) by Skorodonov, after a 
miniature by Benedeti. 
Elizabeth by Tchemesov, 

The names of the artists a.ppeE'..red in tiny print below some 
of the die proofs, but these were cut off for technical reasons, 
before the actual printing plates were made, Many progressive 
essays and proofs were made, giving us a splendid pictorial 
story of the development of this magnificent set, Many look 
al~ke, but really are not, under closer scrutiny, 

The greatest array of these proofs. housed in fou·r morocco 
albums, and consisting of 1274 items, ·was in the personal 
possession of Czar Nicholas II, and when he went into exile, they 
followed him, along with a few other treasured possessions, · This 
collection contained step by step development of each head, every 
frame, from the blank reetal die, to the finished product, in a · 
galaxy of colours, showing every possible stage of the engraving 
and printing. Some were trial vignettes of various sizes, and 
frames to match, some showed pencilled perforations, to give a 
better idea of a finished product, some were touched up, or 
blacked out. 

This precious array of proofs was taken from the Czar, at 
Tobolsk, prior to his final journey to the execution cellars of 
Ekaterinburg. An officer in the Russian Air Force smuggled the 
proofs out of the country with the aid of a diplome.t. It was 
bought by E'.. merchant of Riga, and subsequently sent to London. 
They were exhibited for the first time at Selfridges. It was 
eventually acquired by a private collector, who presented it to 
Guy's Hospital, to be auctioned off for funds, According to 
published records the collection .was later sold by Robson Lowe 
in New York, The present owner is stated to be Captain Trevor 
Hume. 

Another large collection of Romanov proofs and essays was in 
the possession of R, Zarrin, This group has been appearing from 
time to time on the market, and a large section of this material 
has been offered recently by the auction firm of Stolow, repre
senting His Majesty, King Farouk of Egypt. Harmer, Inc.· also 
offered a very large group, shortly afterwards, consisting of 
seventy proofs, none higher than the 70 kop. The Farouk group 
covered the high values, as well as the lower denomine.tions, and 
presented a number of essays in addition. 
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In 1939, Harmer's offered some essays of the Romanov issue 
at the Agathon Faberge Auction. To quote the catalogue: ' 

"A fine collection of Essays of the Romanov issue, com
prising four large die-proofs on chalky paper (three different) 
and colour-trials of essays in three different designs, com
prising two different sets of five in five colours each on 
ordinary thin paper, and three different sets of five in ·five 
colours on thick chalky surfaced paper ( ftve pieces)." The 
photo showed front, three-quarter view and side · view of 
Nicholas II 1 _similar to the essay , in my possession, one of them, 
.the rouble ll) design being the same in execution. 

It has been my good fortune to secure over a period of 
time, a sizeable collection of proofs, r.nd essays of the Jubilee 
issue. It is indeed a thrill to study vcrious stamps, in the 
process of their execution. It is a greuter thriil, aestheti
cally, to admire them in various colours, or in the bi~coloured 
state. 

The proofs shall be discussed as a unit, covering the 
listed copies held by others, as well as those in the possession 
of the author. It is regrettable that they cannot be reproduced 
here in their proper colours. 

It is very difficult to accurately state the exact number 
of the Romanov proofs in existence. I have been revising 
estimates continually, every time that an auction sale comes 
up with more mr.terial in this field. It is the opinion of the 
dealers in New York, who have been following up the appearance 
of these proofs on the market, from the earliest big sales to 
the present day, that the number is close to 3,000. This 
number, to me, is an entirely exaggerated on0. On the other 
hand, the estimate of 1,500 proofs, is by f~r too conservative. 

Special art paper with high surface was procured from a 
German f.irm of Shleifelen, for the printing of these stamps. 
Usually articles on the issue state that all but the five 
rouble stamp were printed on white chalky paper, the latter is 
blackish-brown on pinkish paper. This is an inaccuracy. 
Examination of stamps of rouble values reveal that one rouble 
stamp is found green on greenish paper (in my coll.) and a two 
rouble stamp that is red brown on buff paper. There are also 
copies of yellowish chalky papers used on smaller denominations. 
It is interesting to note that some writers spenk of chalky 
paper being used between 1858 to 1905 only. This issue certainly 
disproves this fallacy. 

All of the stamps are without lozenges of varnish. There 
are no ·Vmtermarl~s. The kopeck V!::.lues were typogrc.phed, while 
the rouble values were recess printed. They were line engraved on 
steel. For smaller denominations, the frames were reduced to 
proper size by photo-technical process, etched on to the copper 
stereopla.tcs. Two plates were used for 35, 50 and 70 kop.,one 
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for the frame, and another for the vignette. Pantography was also 
employed. 

Perforation is 13½• although a slight variation has been 
noted, in checking over hundreds of specimens. There is also 
a slight variation in the shape of the teeth, from sharp to 
blunt. The Russian Catalogue of 1924 states that the perfora
tion is 13:13½ (Catalogue of Postage Stamps of Russian Empire 
and u.s.s.R. 1924 Second Edit.), also the Catalogue of Imperial 
Russia, R.S.F.S.R. and u.s.s.R. 1924. There are certainly 
enough of the stamps of this perf. to substantiate this claim. 
However the author finds that the average Romanov stamp falls 
into the 13½ perf. category. 

Stamfs of lower denominations were printed in sheets of 
a hundred 1 kop-70 kop.). The rouble values according to the 
past articles were printed in sheets of fifty (10 x 5) except 
the three rouble, which was printed in a sheet of fifty (5 x 10). 
Prigara, however, states, and correctly so, that the 1 and 5 
roubles were 10 x 5 while the 2 and 3 were 5 x 10. 

Prigara likewise differs with the other writers in that 
the 2 and 3 rouble values were printed on yellowish chalky 
paper, as well as the smaller denominations (kopeck stamps of 
smaller denomination). He states, however, that there is no 
data as to the exact time of their issue. Another· writer flatly 
states that all the kopeck values were on coated paper, and the 
rouble denominations were on ordinary paper. 

Examinations of countless Romanov stamps by the digital 
or tactile method, by the normal ocule.r, and 1ll1croscopj1c_ 
viewing, reveals that a white chalky surface was used on the 
kopeck denominations, sometimes of yellowish hue, as a variety, 
and one wonders how much the exposure to the actinic rays of 
the sun may have affected the change in colour. The higher 
denominations revealed but a slightly chalked surface, or no 
chalk at all. Yellowish hue was found among the 2 and 3 
roubles, but in the case of the yellow hue on small kopeck 
denominations, the author will have to take Prigara's word for 
their existence. A trained eye can detect many slight varia
tions in the colour of the rouble papers. One rouble ~xhibits 
a delicato range of shade from white to green. Tho two rouble 
value shows variations of the buff colour and cream. The five 
rouble stamp reveals a range from light brown to pinkish. 

Varieties found in the stamps themselves will be consider
ed elsewhere. They a.re more ·numerous them the lists of the 
popular catalogues indicate, and afford a great deal of 
pleasure and study for the philatelist. 

Booklet panes of 1 kop, 3 kop. and 7 kop. Romanov stamps 
were issued in 1913. They looked very similar to the October 
1910 booklets, so ably described by H. F. Elease in the B.S.R.P. 
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Journal and by H. Shcnitz in the now defunct Russian American 
Philatelist, Vol. 1, No.1. The second issue (1913) differs from 
the first in that the cover dimensions for the outside, are 
larger. They are 101 x 52 mm. as compared to the 98 x 52 nm. 
The colour of the cover was gray for the Romanov and light green 
for the 1910 booklet • 

. There were two sizes. One consisted of 18 of 1 kop. 
stamps (3 panes of 6), 6 of 3 kop. stamps (1 pane of 6) and 6 
of 7 kop. stamps (one pane of 6). The value of postage was 78 
kop., and it sold for 80 kopecks. Another size consisted of 18 
stamps of 1 kop. (3 panes of 6), 18 stamps of 3 kop. (3 panes of 
6), and 18 stamps of 7 kop. (3 panes of 6). The value of 
postage was 1 rouble 98 kop. and the selling price of the book
let was two roubles. 

The vertical blocks of six were perforated on all sides, 
showing a portion of top or ·bottom sheet margin, through which 
they were attached to the covers by a stnple. Wax paper was 
used between the stamps for protection of the pD.nes •. The stamps 
of those booklets were taken from sheets of stamps made for -
regular use, and were not printed specially for this. 

The outside ©over was very ornamental in the shape of a 
rectangular frame, enclosing a double-headed eagle with crossed 
posthorns and thunderbolts of the Post.Tel. Vedomstvo. The 
back of · the cover nanes. the various postal distributing centres 
where these booklets were stapled, and the price of · the booklet. 
This we~ also framed by an ornamental re.ctangulc.r frame. 

Booklets described by Shenitz stated on the back that one 
came from the Kiev Postal Teleg. District, and another from St. 
PeteFsbur0 _?·out Off ice. The exact inscription on the b~ck was 
as follows: 

and another: 

Kiev Postal Telegr. District series of postage 
stamps to the amount of 78 kop. 

Price 80 kop. 

St. Petersbur~ Post Office series of postage 
stamps to the amount of 1 r. 98 k. 

Price 2 rbls. 

These booklets are very scarce. The author brought a 
set of two from Russia, as well ns other Romnnovs. The booklets 
were stolen, and another set is greatly desired. 

TThen the portrait series appeared, a furore was cre~ted 
by the ultrc.-monarchists, pseudo-patriots, and the "black 
hundred II as well as others with D-n axe to grind. Russkoye 
Znamie (Russian Banner) carried d~ily protests by tho people 
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who resented having His I~pori~-:.1 Majesty "punched and cancelled," 
and his portrait throvm about in unclean places, instead of being 
reverently preserved, The clerical party and the Blaclr Hundr0d 
likewise started a hue and cry, and Dubrowin, the editor of the 
paper, filled its pages with countless derogatory comments from 
the readers. This storrn1 greater than the one set up when Rovrland 
Hill used Queen Victoria s portrait on the Penny Blach: merely in
cited a world-wide interest in the issue, especially among the 
stamp collectors. 

Holy Synod, after ignoring the plans for such an issue for 
two years, suddenly decided that this was a sacrilegious set of 
postage stamps, and banned it! The act of cancelling the stamp 
was irreverence to His Majesty. One must understand that the Czar 
was not only the temporal head of the , Empire, but also its 
Spiritual leader, and the Defender of the Fnith, in the most 
literal sense of the word. In an average homo, his portrait was 
placed side by side with the ikon showing the Holy Image. 

Rumours were spread abroad that the entire set uas to be 
withdrarm from circulation after July the First, 1913, and the 
philatelists and denlers hurried to secure stamps that were 
destined to become a rarity. · Collectors were told that a new 
series was in preparation, showing a female portrait, as a s:rmbol 
of Mother Russia. Faroulr Auctior. Sale catalogue ( Stolow) shO\vs 
a number of essays depicting legendary figures, whicp. could have 
been desig?;1ed for the new issue, as they dnted ubout thc.t tir,10. 
The efficient staff of the Russi~n Imperial Printing Office Tias 
quite upset by the turn of 0v0nts, but was most efficient, and 
ready for the emergency. 

Reports from this point on becomG more and more confused. 
The sale of the issue was resumed at the lc.rger post offices 
from February 15 to 25th. (Feb. 28th to March 10th ne-w style). 
After this date the sale was otopped again. This was done to 
stop an agitation, which was carried on, only by the rr.inority, 
and against the actual desires of the Emperor, and the Depart
ment of Interior. 

Needless to state, all of the furore died down, and the 
public accepted the issue, over the murmurs of the feu 
eootionalists of the right. Articles began to appear praising 
the beauty of execution of the stamps themselves, the aistorical 
value of the portrait series etc. In passing, one ca~·,1ot fail 
to remark that the excessive use of Czar Nicholas II (~hree 
values two of which were nost colIII!ionly used) and of Peter th0 
Great (2) could have been modified to show a Dore dlvorsified 
pictori~l gallery. One likowi~c has to stretch one's 
iraaginution a great deal, to agree with the official statement 
that the I!lonarchs portrayed were the 11 gree.t figures of the 
Romanov Dynasty. 11 A careful study of the historical docuoonts 
points that distinction to but three sovereigns: Peter the 
Great, Catherine the Great and Alexander the Second, or the 
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Liberator. A runner up would be Alexander the First, who 
successfully defended RJ.ssia against Nap_oleon, and later marched 
into Paris. One must, however, ignore the second half of his 
reign as woll as the personal excesses and cruelties of the 
first two 11Greats. 11 

A short biographical outline, as_ woll as the postal 
reforms of each reign shall be included later, along with a dis
cussion of each denomination featuring oach Czar. 

No write up of the Romanovs can be complete without 
describing their use in the border gubernias that later became 
free nations. Here they serve as forerunners to such states as 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Finland. With spec~al 
overprints they serve Ukraine, Batum, Armenia. One must like
wise discuBs the Wrangel overprint. Use of Romanovs in Levant 
with the overprint, as well as their use in China will also be 
discussed later, the postmarks forming a -most fascinating study. 
Likewise the postmarks of t11e RJ.ssian Empire, espect~lly those of 
the Transc[!.spian and Siberian 11 out of the way" kontoras certainly 
provide one with interest and many hours of hunting through a 
stack of maps! 

The study of the mute cancellations will also form a . 
part of this study. This is an extremely fascinating section of 
the Romunov write-up, and is very rarely discussed. A check on 
the literature shows a Rossicn article, and a discussion of the 
Rossica pages by Prigara. 

The study of the surcharges of Romanovs, used after the 
regular 1913 issue, in RJ.ssia, includes the 10/7 and the 20/14 
kop. surcharges, and the varieties. It al so covers the contro
versial "currency11 series, the Phrygian overprints on the regular 
Romanovs and on the currency types. 

The Romanov entire9 uill conclude the study. These cover 
the Tovm Post n.nd the regulars, as well as the cover.~, t.iho mutes,th, 
wrappers or banderoli, and same with overprints of Levant, nnd 
covers of Chine. 

The Romanov Tercenten~ry Issue is indeed a great field 
for study, o.nd presents many interesting ramifications, o.s well 
as un historical study of the dynt.sty, the fall, and various 
regimes until the final use of the sta~p in 1920, a 1 kop. stamp 
on a money ore.er, at . a hundred times its v~lue, without a 
surcharge. It is the author I s hope that space will allow a 
coverage of this wide field, not 0nly to impart collected deta, 
but primarily to entertain a discussion on its controversial 
points, and to elicit ndditicnal information from the members. 
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ONE KOPECK. 

Peter the Great forcibly modernized Russia, ~nd introduced 
Western European civiliz['.tion. He founded and built St. Peters
burg, as a new capital and en outlet to the seas. To hio, 
Moscow stood for the intrigues of his half-sister Sophi:i, nnd her 
lover Galitzin, former Co-Czar Ivan, an imbecilic half brother, 
and early humiliations at the hands of that clique of the 
Miloslavskys. It likewise represented the bloodshed of the 
Streltsi uprising, and an attempt to assas .'.! inate him, as well E'.S 
the memories of the rebellious boyars and the Old Believers. He 
reorganized the fighting forces, destroyed the power of the nobles 
and of the church, and unified Russia. 

He defeated Chcrles XII of Sweden at the Battle of 
Poltava, conquered the Azov, added territories of Ingria, Es·'jonia, 
Livonia, part of Karella to the Empire. He established foreign 
trade and modern schools. Modern communication by oeans of roads 
and courier service was set up. He reorganized courts, o.lte~ed 
the calendar, systems of weights and measures, built, hospitals, 
etc. In spite of these reforms, he was a savage despct, a sadist, 
a crude end a besotted figure. 

His pastel reforms were many. In 1689, in an _agreem~nt at 
Nerchinsk, Peter established mail service between Chir.~ c.nd :;:;.ussia. 
This treaty was originally instigated by Galitzin, who sent 
Golovin to Nerchinsk, during the Reeency of Sophia Romanov. It is 
interesting to note that the Royal favourite tried desper~tely to 
improve transportation in Siberin, by extending the yama or the 
post-road chain to Yeniseisk, and by building a log road thither 
across the marshy steppes. Countless fcmilies of political 
exiles were forced to do this herculean task, and being closely 
guerded by Btreltsi, and Cossacks, these elements could not ~esert, 
n very usual occurrence whenever other typo of labour was employed. 
Feodor Golovin, a son of former Voevo~e of Tobolsk wao the actual 
envoy sent to the Manchu government to e.gree on the trade and. the 
actual boundary lines. Golovin was expoct,ed to secure possession · 
of the Arnur by tror.ty, and to get ac~9oa to the sea. However 
Ta-ji~ and his regiments of Manchus p3~suaded the diplomat to 
settle for a Nerchinsk-Okhotsk boundary, anQ the right of thA 
trade caravans to pass into China. This trec.ty was :O,tept for 150 

·years and was the first treaty between the Europeans and the Ft..r 
East. 

In 1721 after the Peace of Passarnwitz, Peter estcblished 
mail service .between Turkey and Irussia. Couriers were to be used, 
aided by the janissaries as escorts. Missions were -~~ea set up 
at -Constantinople, however these functioned in 1729, fcur years 
after his death. It was the achievement of Peter the ~reat, ~she 
planned and received this provision at the Treaty wit~ Porte in 
1720. 

Peter developed the olu Tartar Yama. routes, and ex·t.ended 
postal roads, relay stations and post offices along the y~~a 



routes. He established the true postal service by the 
Government Postal Decree of 1716, setting up post office branches 
in St. PetersburG~- Moscow, Riga, Viborg, Revel, Narva, Archangel
sk and Vologda. ~ach had a postmaster, mailman, all being Germans, 
which led to Russianized German postal terminology of the present 
day. Decrees of 1713 and 1714 for the first time allowed use of 
the yama post services to all. Nemski (German or merchant) and 
Yamaki (Government) services were set up and united into one by 
the Ukase of 1721? 

Peter established mailroutes via waterv1ays,by converting 
frigates into ma1lboats, and set up mail service between 
Kronshtadt and Lubeck. He likewise organized the Field Poat of 
the Army in 1716, and set up Field Post master, Postilliona 

· ( Complete Collection of Laws, Page 3006)~ 

Varieties of the One Kopeck Stamp. 

a) Light bro,m orenge. 
b) Deep 11 

" 

c) On yellowish chalky paper, instead of on white paper. 
d) Double perf. at bottom. 
e) Perf. on botton impressed, but no cut. 

Proofs. 

Proofs listed below are from the list of the Czar's 
personal collection, from the Ferouk Auction Catalogue (Stolow), 
from the description of proofs offered by Harmer's, and from my 
own collection. 

Brovm orange ( three varie_ties of shades). 
Yellow oran~e (imprint omitted). 
Red orar..5e (12 v·.rieties of shades). 
Orange (six s~adc varieties). 
Ochre yellow ( no ir.print.) • 
Carmine (lt.. Gha.de varieties). 
Yello,;1 b:c-o,.·1n ( 2 shade varieties. 
Purple brown (2 shade ~arietiea). 
Black ( 3 shn.de v~.rieties). 
C!1es·::.nut b:::•:.y:n (3 si.10.de vo.r1ot10s). 
o::.ivo G1:•co11 ( :i..r.:,p:;_•in-L.) • 
Purole a 

Greem. ( 4 shc.1.o varieties) e 

Orange and Ris~ Green. 
Chestnut brc:n and olive. 
Yollovr ornnsc, frame only. 

The one lcopeclt V('..1-:J.e vm.s used nm inly to make up postage, 
especially as an addition to th~ three kopeck town post sta~ped 
envelope, or the otkritki, kncvm as open letters or post cards, 
if the latter wer6 bein6 sent abroad. They are commonly found 
as additionnl postage with other values on a wide range of c~vers. 
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The one kopeck value was also used on newspaper wrappers, and 
banderoli were also issued, in size 376X88 with the design of 
the 1 kop. stamp printed on the wrapper, for the use of the 
town post. 

The .last use of this stamp; as well as of any Romanov, 
was found on a money order, in 1920, used at a 100 times its 
value, with no surcharge. It made up the required minimum 10 
rouble fee, along with a 1920 reissue of 3 kop. stamps at 100 
times the value. The money order was from Vserolojskoo, Petro
gra.d province. There were three 3 kop. stamps affixed as well 
as the l kop. (Possession of Paul D. Krynfno Ph.D.). 

2 KOPECK. 

Alexander the Second was a paradox. Ho was the most 
libor~l of all Czars, yet he stamped out every manifestation of 
liberalism with oppression. He freed 23,000,000 serfs, and 
planned a constitution on the eve of his ~sscsoination yet allowed 
socret police to spread terror. He put dovm the Polish insurrec
tion with .tarohness, and severely curtailed freedom of the press 
and speech. At the sume time he reformed courts, gave local rule 
of schools, hospitals, roads to district councils, and spoke of 
liberty of the press! He added Caucasus and Cen~r&l A~ia to Russia. 
During the u.s. Civil War, he gave moral support to the Union 
cause. His symp~thy for the Slavs under the Turkish rule led to 
the Turkish War or ·1877-8. Towards the end of his reign he eased 
censorship, and tried to abolish espionage, reorganized industry 
and commerce of the empire, ~nd developed foreign trade; gave 
amnesty to the political prisoners in Siberia. When the nobles 
opposed his emancipation of the serfs, he prophetically \'7o.rned them 
that unless revolution began at tho top, it would sta:r-t from the 
bottom. · 

Philatelically, his reign was of utmost importance. Steam
ship and railroad tre.nsport.::1.tion and communication wa.s developed 
on a grandiose scale. Uniform tariff, regardlcse of distance was 
set up for correspondence. Following the example of England, 
postal adhesives were introduced by the Decree No.12 in 1856, to 
the value of 10 kop~ per lot (ze late) for an ordinary letter, 
for interncl postcge. Stamped envelopes were issued, letter boxes 
were set up. Open letters or otkr1tk1 were introduced 1n 1872, and 
commercial samples were nllowed to be .shipped at grently reduced 
rates. Newspapers nnd other printed matter were allowed cheap 
rates, and wrappers or banderoli were introduced. Money orders 
were likewise offered for public use. 

An important docurnont ·was released on December 10th 1857. 
It was the No.3 presented to the ·Post Offices (Pochtovii Kontor1). 
It was the Circular of ~he Postal Dept. Otdelenie I. Table I (Stol). 
It describod the decision of Nov.12, 1856:, of the Ioperial Sovet 
(Council) to introduce ~dheaives, which were to be used ~swell as 
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the pre sent stamped envelopes. These were to b_e sold from 
January 1st, 1858 in the Empire, Polish Kingdom and Finland. 
Siberia, Caucasus and Transcaspian areas were to receive them 
March 1st. Detailed directions were given for the salo, use, 
cancollation and penalties. Use of letter boxes, Money Orders, 
insured and registered mail was likewise described in detail, but 
tho limited space of the article prohibits wordy discussion of 
the circular. 

Alexander II joined Rlssia to the u.P.u. in 1878. 
Postal services, improved and encouraged by the Czar soon 
blanketed the entire Empire. An interesting bit of data may 
ahou the growth of the establishments and use of postage 
stamps during the reign. In 1860, 11,045,000 stamps were sold; 
in 1870 the number was 27 020,000, while in 1880 the number 
rose to 81,149,000. In 1867 there were 1,868 Postal Establish
ments and 9;059 employees; in 1884, three years ~fter the Czar's 
death, the figures were 3,186 postal establishments nnd 16,303 
employees. 

The most important postal reforms during his reign, out
side of the ones already discussed, were the reorganizction of 
Okrugs or districts. In 1860 the Siberia Postal Okrug was 
divided into Western and Eastern Okrugs, for better service and 
control. Eastern was also knovm as the Priarnurski Krai. In 
1867 the Easter~ Okrug was abolished; in 1870, the Western. In 
1861 the division of posts as light, heavy and extra-post was 
abolished, and all correspondence regardless of type was handled 
as one unit. In 1867 the postal section of Polish Kingdom was 
subjected to the 1.:i.n.1stry of Posts and Telegraph. It \.W.s called 
Western Postal Okrug. This was abolished 1n 1870 and this 
section was placed under the supervision of newly appointed 
directors (Upravliaiuschikh) of Postnl Section. Cauc~sus P. 
Okrug ~as to remain throughout the reign, ~nd lasted until 1884. 

The 2 Kop. atamp bearing the portrait of this Czar wlas 
issued in the green colour. It is found in bright green and 
yellow green, with~ wide latitude of delicate and slight shade 
variations. Other varieties ar0: 

Perf. misplaced vert. 
Imperforate (Koslovrslti in Phila Stamp News, 

July 7th, 1914). 
Colour on gumm6d Side. 
Offset (incomplete) 
On yellowish paper instead of ~hite. 

Proofs. 

Yellow-orange (four sh~de var.) 
Orange (3 var. shades in Czar's collection) 

One-Harmer's auction 31~5.51. 
Deep orange-five var. shades in Czar's collection. 

· Frame-One in ~y possession. (Imprint-R.Zarrin, P.Ksidias). 
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Rose Red 
Rose Carmine, showing the Imprint-R.Zarrin, P. Ksidias. 
Carmine (10 shade ~ar.). 
Bistre Brown (5 shade vcr.) 
Deep Brown (5 shade var. in Czar's collection). 

Frame only in my possession with imprint of 
R. Zarrin and P. Ksidias. 

Green (7 shade var. in Czar's collection). 
One at Harmer's auction ~1.5.51. 
One in Farouk's collection auction. 

Olive green in my collection - imprint of R. Zarrin 
and P. Ksidias. 

Bright sreen (4 shade v~r.). 
Purple {5 shade var.) 
Violet (Harmer's auction). 
Pale Blue. 
Blaclt• 

The use of the 2 Kop. stamp was mainly on newspaper 
wrappers, and in making up the additional postage, along with 
the 1 Kop. for the tovm post, or with other denominations, for 
needed mailing tariff. The portrait was also sto.t1ped on ready
made wrappers or banderoli, and these ·Will be described and 
shown later. 

3 KOPECK. 

Alexander III, son of Alexander II was called Mirotvoretz, 
or the Peacemaker. He should have been called the Oppressor. 
He re-established the censorship of the press, restricted educa
tion, nullified local self-government in towns and villages~ 
.stanped out the use of native languages of various national 
groups, oppressed the Jews and all who did not worship the 
a.iasian Orthodox Church, with a mediaeval cruelty. Liberties 
of the Baltic States and Finland were curtailed, and the 
Turkomans of Central Asia were completely subjugated. He broke 
away froo the Triple Alliance, and allied himself with France. 
Afraid of assassins, especially of Nihilists, he lived a 
virtual prisoner in Livadia, where in died in 1894. 

On May 28th, 1885, during this Czar's reign, an order of 
Reorganization of Local Postal and Telegraph Establishments 
(Mestni Ustanovlenii) was approved by the Government. 
(Inperial Council-Gosudarstvenni Sovet). It touched and 
affected all local establishments except the Finland Telegra
phic Okrug and the Uprevlenia of the Capit~l's Telegraph. All 
establishments were included except the Post Offices of St. 
Petersbu.r.g c.nd Mosco-rr. An Oltrug (district, literally an encir
clement) system was set up. Originally there were 64 provincial 
(gubernia) postal managements (upravlenias) and 18 Telegraph 
Okrugs, as well as the Palace Telegraph. The reorganization 
produced 35 Postal Telegraph Okrugs of 2-3 gubernias each. The 
chief was the Nnchnlnik, his two assistants were called 
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Pomoschniks, a~d a staff of six workers for the Okrug of first 
class, and five for one of second class. 

. This reform, started in 1884, and carried through in 1885 
eliminated the title of Postmaster, and set up a system of 
postal-telegraph officials or Chinovniks. The Railroad Post 
retained its independence until 1891. A new status of Field .Post 
was set up in 1890, and this was placed under the direction of 
Chief Est. of Posts & Telegraph (Feb. 26, 1890). 

In 1894 Foreign Posts were established in China. Rlssia 
had four post offices (kontoras) between Kiakhta and Tien Tzin. 
These were: 1. Urga. 2. Kalgan. 3. Pekin. 4• Tien Tzin. These 
performed all postal functions, · and used Rlssian staops with and 
without overprints. 

The portrait of Alexander III on the 3 Kop. starap was in 
rose carmine or carmine red, or rose red, as described in the 
catalogues. · There is a shade variation, but it is not great. 
Nevertheless a trained eye can easily arrange a series .showing a 
light to deep shade sequence. Other deviations are as follows: 

Double print, one normal and one inverted. 
Imperforate • . 
On yello~ish paper instead of on the white. 
Folded corner printed with part of the stamp. 

Proofs of this stamp are numerous, and those known will be 
listed. These -are the trials previously described in · literature 
or in catalogues of auctions, or in my private collection. 

Carmine 
Rose Red 
Violet 

Proofs. 

Purple (var. shades, numbering five. Die A). 
Orange (nine var. shades, Die A.) 
Red and Carmine (five shnde var. Die A.). 
Green (five ehade var. Die A.). 
Green (Die unkno-.m). 
Indigo with oval filled by solid colour. 
Others of Die A. (Czar's coll. acc. to Rus.Ara.Philat.) are: 

Die proofc of he~d, black, five states. 
Die proofs of heed, carraine, four st~tos. 
9 proofs of hcC'.d, ccrmine, four states. 
15 die proofs of head, carmine, final state. 
2 die proofs of head, dull purple 11 11 

1 die proof of head, blue, final state, 
6 die proofs of head, orange, final stnto. 
1 die proof of completed sta.l:.".p, black, 
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Die B. 
12. die proofs of very early impressions, of the 

b&ckground, behind the head. 
l doublo sot of 14 different stages of die proofs 

of tho heed in cemine on buff. 
5 die proofs in carmine of the head, in five main 

states. 
2 die procfs of completed stamp, black. 
5 die proofs of completed stamp, carmine on buff. 

The portrait of this Czar wes used on the town post 
Jubilee issue, or the 11th, end the perfora.ted secretki, 4th 
issue or closed letters, · both of these using the stamped 
replica of the 3K• postage adhesive. It uas used likewise for 
the Imperial post, the 18th issue, or the Jubile~ issue on the 
stamped envelope, the 3 Kop. value being used for the town post. 
Otkritki, or the open letters or cards were likewise issued 
bearing this same portrait, in the 13th iosue. This appeared on 
both the single, and the double, i.e. with the prepaid answer 
card attached to the card. 

The 3 Kop. adhesive uas used extensively for the town 
post, as well as for additional postage along with stamps of 
other denominations. 

4 KOPECK. 

The use of Peter the Great's portrait on the 4 Kop. value 
was a tribute to this great emperor. Only one other was 
accorded the compliment of more than one denomination, and.that 
was Czer Nicholas II, who was given three (7, 10 Kop., 5 Roubles) 
for obvious reasons. 

The stamp was issued in carnine red, or rose, and the shade 
varieties extend between the light and the darker hues. These 
are quite noticeable, if the extremes are placed side by aide. A 
variety exists according to Prigara, on yellowish p~per, instead 
of the white. Although the catalogues do not re6ord e. bisect, 
that is incorrect, as I have in •my collection a 4 Kop starap bi
sected vertically, and used on piece, which resembles a news
paper wrapper. It is cancelled with ~arsaw exp. and it is dated 
on 6-3-.13. 

Proofs. 

Rose Red 
Carmine (two die proofs, state 1). 
Carmine ( 11 11 11 11 2 and 3) • 
Orange (f1ve,various shades). 
Purple (four,final stage). 
Bright Green (four in var. shades) 
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Carmine on white (four) 
Carmine on buff (fifteen) 
Complete pane of ten plate proofs, carmine. 
Frame design in red violet. 
Central portion in deep dull violet. 
Frame - bright green, no imprints. 

The portrait and design of this 4 Kop. stamp was used 
extensively on the otkr~tki or open lett3rs, or postcards, in 
the 13th issue or the Jubilee issue. These were in two types, 
the single oard, and one with a prepaid answer card attached. 
These were used for foreign correspondence, as distinguished 
from the 3 Kop .. card for town po_st and the interior. · 

The 4 Kop. adhesive was used a great deal for post cards, 
open letters without the stamped values. It was likewise used 
for making up additional postage. As previously stated, it has 
been used as a bisect for mailing newspapers. 

7 KOPECK. 

Nicholas II, the son of Alexander III, was the lnst of the 
Romanov Dynasty, if we are to ignore the proclanations following 
his abdicction, nauing his brother as a successor. A Czar with 
more acumen would have allowed a constitutional monarchy, and~ 
thorough reform of a corrupt government, but he was an autocrat 
to the end. During his reign the Trans-Siberian Railroad was . 
completed, Port Arthur was leased from China, and an unsuccessful 
war was waged with Jap~n~ Disorders fo~lowed, and Duma, a con
sultative body, reluc~antly allowed, but without powe~, became a 
sounding board for an aroused people. ·World War I revealed the 
full extent of the rotting dynasty, and in 1917, on llarch 12, a 
dec~e of dissolution of a critical Duma~ met with refusal, ~nd a 
Revolution. The Czar ~bc.ic&ted on I!arch 15th and was execut'ed 
ln 1918. 

During the reign of Nicholas II, according to the govern
ment ~t_atistics of 1906, the sale of postage stamps increased to 
530,174,784 for that year, quite a jump fr,:;:n the eleven million 
in 1860. The number of postal establishmen~s tripled between 
those years. In European Russia, there uert; 3,805 postal 
establishme_nts {ucherezjdenii) the largest ?!.Hmbt!r being in the 
gubernia of Kherson {112). In Siberia, were 274, with Irkutsk 
gub. having 45 nnd the island of Sakhalin only three. Kavkaz or 
Caucasus had 264, the lergest number-being in Kubanskoi Oblast, 
or Kuban Territory having 49, and the lowest in Chernomorskoi Gub. 
{Black Se~ Gubernia) having only 8, In Turkestan, there were 46 
postal establishments, with Semirechenskoi Oblast havin~ 18, and 
Samarkand, tne lowes~, having 7• Zakaspiiskaia Oblast ~Trans
caspian) had only twenty. 

The 7 Kop. stamp, bearing Czar Nicholas II~ s portrait. was 
printed in the !lhade of brown. There a:re a number ot light 
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chocolt:i.te brown ve.rir.tio.ns. Among the vr.rietie s we have the 
partial intaglio. Koslowski reported in the Bhila Ste.mp News 
in 1914 a double impression, on the .normal, and the other 3 mm. 
lower, end two m~. to the right. Imperforate copies exist. 
Prigara speaks of some stamps being printed on yellowish paper 
instead of on tho white. I have in my possession a bisect, 
which catalogues do not record. It has a Warsc.w cancellation. 
It is used on piece on a · 4 Kop. value, and is· dated 5.3.15. 
Also a definite variety, very pale grey brown. 

Proofs. 

Russian Green (oval with portrait alone. No imprint). 
Blue (Vignette only). 
Blue, uniscued head (13 die proofs) 
Same, 14 m~do to fit the issued frame. 
Blue, issued head, ten. 

I have a number of proofs in blue of the head only, with 
the head in various sizes. Being similar to the 10 "Kop, hee.d 
design, it is difficult to place them either into this. group or 
into the 10 Kop. section. The 7 Kop. adhesive rre.s used for 
ordinary postage within the Empire, for out of town mail. It 
was likewise used as cdditional postage to make up other needed 
postal to.riffs. 

It was used as a stamped portrait on the entires, the 18th 
issue, or the Jubilee issue of stamped envelopes, e.nd it· came in 
two sizes. It was likewise used on stamped secretki, or the 
closed lettera with three perforated sides. 

The 10 Kop. stcmp also features Nicholas II, in a similar 
portrait, but with a different fram~. The colour of the stamp 
is blue, and shade varieties change to a deeper blue. Some are 
printed on yellowish p3.per, in.stead of white, according to 
Prigara. Other varieties ere the imperforate, and those with 
colour printed on the gummed side, 

Proefs. 

Blue colour used for dio proof~ of head 
(15 different stages). 

Blue (4 die proofs of final state of head). 
Green ( 4 die proofs of final state of head). 
Brown ( 2 11 11 11 · . 11 11 11 " ) • 

Sepia ( 2 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 ) • 

Violet{ l II proof 11 11 11 11 " ) • 

The 10 Kop. adhesive was used on ordinary out of the country 
mail. It was used for foreign correspondence, according to the 
Circular of Mar.17, 1889, and affirmed. Jan. 24, 1889, by the 
Imperial Council. Stc:.rting from April of that year, the. tax was 
to ho 10 Koo. per 15 p.;rn.mms. Ta.riff forr n. register~d letter. 20 
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Kops and a re~istered postcard 10 Kop. Thus the 10 Kop. stamps 
found ample use, althou~h one finds a tremendous number of covers 
uh1ch shou the 10 Kop. tariff paid by stamps of smaller 
Q.enominations. 

The Jubilee or 18th issue of stamped envelopes shows the 
10 Kop. portrait, also the 3rd issue of the secretki or the 
closed stamped letters with perforations on ·three aides. 

14 KOPECK 

. Catherine the Great was onP- of several German princesses 
who ruled Russia -after the death of Peter the Great. Peter 
had executed his heir, and the true line of the Romanova ended. 
Catherine I uas but a concubine whom Feter had "married" after 
confining Tzaritza Eudoxia to the convent, . and her male child, 
Peter .. II died· early, followed by Anna, daughter of imbecile 
Ivan, Peter the Great I s brother. This Duche·ss of Courland was 
followed by Elizabeth, then by the imbecillic Peter III, whom, 
along with the young Ivan VI, wife Sophia eliminated very 
conveniently, nnd began to .rule Russia, as Empress Catherine II. 
This energetic daughter of a Prussian general, and e Lutheran 
Prince of Anhalt-Zerbst born Sophia Augusta Frederica, 
established a rule second only to Peter the Great in accomplish
ment. 

Catherine divided Russia into fifty gubernias, amended 
taxes, created banks, founded ·colleges, hospitals, academies, 
improved laus, education. Successfully fou~ht Turkey, Sweden· 
divided Poland and greatly added to the domains · ·o'f- -~sia. Crimea 
was added, as well as Ukraine, after the defeat of the . 
Zaporogian Cossncks. Siberia, because of Catherine's autocratic 
ways, became a penal colony. · 

The shipo of nussian traders, following the routes 
explored by Bering I s Great Expedition, sailed to Unalaska and 
Kodiak, while others reached the most distant p~rts of the world. 

The reign of Catherine represents a major period of Rissia's 
postal history. The first period ended with Peter I's coronation. 
The second poriod ends ·with Catherine I s rise to the throne. The 
third period lo.st c. until the union of Postal Vodornstvo i'."iith 
Telegraph in l f3 8.t;.. She established, by a de~ree in 1767, a unit 
of weight, to be used for postalpurposes as well e.s a general 
unit of -aeight. It wa.s called "Zolotnik" and it v1e.s one third 
of a "lot." Payment for mailing lette-ro to the border, for the 
foreign mail, nas 8 Kop. per zolotnik. Since letters a.t that 
time were at least thre6 zolotniks because of the heavy ueight 
of the paper, the tnriff for mail was quite high. This was· 
eased by a decree in 1783. 

In 1763, Cntherine directed Count Tch0rnishev and Ovtzin 
to "establish o.nd improve r,ostal scrvico throughout the Empire." 
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At tha~ time local postal establishments were poorly set up, 
and had no official standing, while the employees were 
haphazardly chosen, as needed • . Various petty local officials 
accepted and forwarded tl:;l.e mc.il. IEajor centres, and important 
central establishments used only Germans, thus firmly 
establishing Teutonic terms that are still in use in the post 
offices. 

The reform that followed ·set up local postal establish
ments (Ucherezjdenii) in various towns. These were governed by 
Postmasters, who were in turn controlled by Ober-Postmasters 
set up in big cities. Highest organs of local postal rule 
(:Mestnago ?ochtovago Upravlenia) were St. Petcrsburg and Moscow 
Poc~tampts, or Post Offices. In 1782 another governing centre 
was set up, the Malorossiiski or the Little Russi~n, followed 
by the Pogranichnii Olviopolski (or tho Border Olv101Polish). 
These centres governed all post offices within the province or 
the gubernia in which they were set up, a~ well as the neigh
bouring gubernias. The term· "post· o1'fices" covers the .. ~bernia 
Pochtampts and Postal Kontoras (smeller offices). In 1790 
Postal Expeditzias took place of these Kontoras. The lowest 
postal set up was the Postal Stanzia (station) taking place of 
the uncient yama. 

Uniform tariffs were likewise established throughout the 
land, and the Empire was divided into definite postal zones, 
and all major points were finally connected by a netvtork of 
postal communications. By the Decree of Nov. 14, 1783, mail 
weighing one lot could be transported for one hundred miles for 
two kopecks, less than one lot, for one kopeck. Travellers 
were likewise given a lowered tariff. Money orders were set up 
for mailing not only assignatzias (paper) but also gold and 
silver. 

The portrait of Catherine the Great is on the 14 Kop. 
stamp, It - is blue green in colour, ranging from the deep shade 
to the grayish variety. There is a record of colour being found 
on the gummed side, and samples of the scratched plate variety 
are present in my collection. 

Proofs. 

Dull violet (Imprint - Lancere, Ksidias). 
Blue Greent (frame design alone. Same imprint 

as aboveJ• 
Frame die proof. 
Dark Blue (various shades, 2 proofs). 
Violet 
Pale Blue (lithographic essay). 
Blue (ten die proofs). 
Maroon ( six " ·11 

) • 

Black 
Emer!l.ld 
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Sage 
Red 
Blue (with imprint of E. Lancere and P. Ksidias). 

The 14 Kopeck stamp is portrayed on the stamped 
envelopes, two sizes, the 144Xl20 Bnd 143X81, of the 18th or 
the Jubilee issue of 1913. I have an interesting cover, 
registered, in combination with one 4 Kop. and two 1 Kop 
st,a.mps, sent from Moscow to Georgetown, British Guiana, . vie. 
Siberia, showing Yokohama and New York cancellations. Another 
interesting cover showing the 14 Kop, stamps 1s one addressed to 
Kaiser Wilhelm (in my collection). It is an official registered 
cover, back stamped with the Imperial P.O. stamp of the palace 
in Berlin. This cover shows two 14 Kop stamps, along with the 
2, 3 and 7 Kop. Romanovs. 

15 KOPECK. 

Nicholas the I was the brother of childless Alexander I. 
He reigned from 1825 until 1855. His wars with Persia and 
Turkey added enormous anounts of land to the Empire. . He lost 
prestige, however, for his conduct of the Crimean War, as well 
.as for his tyranny in Poland. His brother Constantine should 
have been the Czar, but forfeited the throne by marrying a 
Polish princess, Assumption of the throne wns followed by a 
revolt, which was put down with gre~t severity, and a refusal 
to all demands for a constitution. This ruler was a despot and 
his reign did a great deal to undermine the throne in the minds 
of the Russian liberals, and led to the undercurrents and dis
content which culminated in the assassination of Alezander II. 

During his days, the postal history made greet progress. 
~ccording to Prigara, during his reign there were 751 postal 
estab"lishments, and 5947 employees, There were two exchanges 
of mail weeldy, between the provinces. In 1830 (Oct.22) a 
reorganization of the postal service was decreed and many 
changes were effected. Gubernia post offices (Pochtampts) of 
Malorossia, Tambov, and -Kazan, as well as Siberin were abolished, 
tho Litovaki or Lithuanian office was abolished in 1832. These 
were replaced by Gubernia Postal Kontoras or Offices. St. 
Petersburg and Mosco\7 P.O' s remained independent, under super
vision of the Postal DE(p.artment •. J·~11 other establishments were 
divided into eleven Postal uKrugs or nistricts. All the provin
cial, territoril'-1 (Oblast) Border, and Postal Konto·ras .abroad . 
became subservient to and under the jurisdiction nnd control of the 
Postal Departmentl The prmvincial (gu.bernia) c.nd oblast post 
offices (1-:ontoras) were directed to govern the local postc.l set 
ups, which YTere cc..lled Uezdnie Pochtovie Kontori. The provin-
cial and oblast F.O' s were divided into three classes, border 
ones into two, and local or Uezdnie into four cl~sseG. 

The same reorganization set up eight expeditzias for the 
St. Petcrsburg· Fost Office or Pochto..mpt: 
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6. 

Receipt of ordinary c~rrespondence. 
Mailing of light internal mail. 
Receipt of money for· all mail. 
Sorting of e.11 incoming interno.l mail. 
Distribution of ordinary correspondence. 
Sorting and distribution of money. 
Outgoing foreign m~il. 
Odessn extra-post (outgoing). 
Incomin5 foreign ml'..11. 
Incoming registered mail. 
Heavy post und oetafot (special type of mail). 
Schetnoi mail (counted). 

1~oscow likewise ht-.d eight expeditzir,,..s, the first six of which 
did what the listed eight did for St. Petersburs~. the seventh 
was economic, the eighth w~s executive in character. 

In 1~33 all Imperial monetary collections were based on 
silver coin. In 1839 the fee for mail was set nt 5, 10, 15, 20 
and 25 Kop. per lot and it was based on the distance travelled 
by the post, und the charge was 5 Kop. in silver for every 1800 
versts per lot. This was indeed a cheaper rate than the one set 
in Cctherine II's reign, or eight Kop. per third of a lot! 

In 1835 the town post was ~dded to the St. Petersburg 
Post Office, as a permanent Otdelenie, or division. In 1840 an 
Expeditzia w~s o.dded, then another to the one in charge of 
receipt and distribution of money, making three permanent expedi
tzies. During the same yeo.r, Trn.nscauco.sien Okrug was added to 
the originv.l eleven, t1.nd in 1851, the thirteenth Okrug W::'..S set 
up for Polish Kingdom. However, the system ·of Okru.gs or 
Districts waa abolished in 1853, and only three wore left, the 
Siberian, the Polish, o.nd the Tr~nscaucasian end Caucasian, the · 
last tw·o constituting the third Okrug. 

Nichol~s the First greced the 15 Kop. stamp. Its colour 
1s yellow brown, but there is also the red brown variety, and .the 
intermcdinte shades are frequent. There ere lighter shade 
varieties of' both colours. 

Proofs. 

Black colour proof of frame (with imprint of Lancere 
and Schirnboclt) • 

Brovm (Vignette only). 
Brown (different .shades). 
Brown (frame only). 
Light Blue (frames only,). 
Green (2 she.de varieties, frame only). 
Violet 11 11 

Olive Bistre (die proof). 
Dark Violet & Green ( two shade varieties). 
Ultramarine and Red. 
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Blue and Red, 
Brown and Light Brown. 
Blue and Green, 
Dark Blue and Violet. 
Green and Orange Brown. 
Green (4 die proofs of head). 
Brown ( 6 " 11 11 11 

) 

Grey Blue (5 die proofs of frame). 
Purple Brown (6 die proofs of head). 
Green (4 die proofs of head). 
Grey Bro,m ( 5 . die proofs of frame) • 
Olive Bistro (3 die proofs). 
Red or rose (14 11 

" ) • 

Blue (8 die proofs). 
Bistro ( 6 11 11 

) • 

Red Brown (3 die proofs). 
Purple (4 die proofs). 
Dull Purple (5 die proofs). 
Bi-coloured ( 75 die proofs 1n various colour 

combinations). 
Brown (3 complete pcncs of 10 plate proofs). 
Greyish Brovm frame with impr. of Zarrin and 

Schirnbock, 
Bright Emerald Groen (die proof, same imprint.). 
Bi-coloured (Blue frame, brown head) same imprint. 

Among many interesting covers in my possession showing the 
15 Kop. stamp, is a registered Nijni-Novgorod, ~ar censored 
letter to Georgetown, Br, Guiana, on a 5 Kop. stamped envelope, 
accompanied by a 2 Kop. and a 15 Kop. Romanov. There is another 
Reg. L:lbau,3 Kop. stamped envelope, bearing on the reverse side 
a 15 Kop. end two 1 Kop. stamps, as well as h~ndsome wax seals. 
It is addressed to Vienna. 

20 KOPECK, 

Alexander I of Russia y.ccs a great ruler, in spite of the 
reactionary measures of his last years. Ho founded many ~sats 
of learning, de~eloped trcdc, abolished torture, the secret tri
bunal, and stopped the transfer of serfs as chattels. He recon
ciled the Church ~nd the people, end introduced many liberal 
ideas in Russia. nis reign was marked by m~ny w~rs. He added 

. Finland to the Empire, after defeating Sweden, fought Turkey, 
and gained Bess~rabia, parts of Caucnsus, and Georgia was com
pletely subjugated and annexed in his reign, He ruled during the 
Napoleonic invasion, and with his defeat, the Czar bec~me the 
dominant figure after the occupation of Pl:'..ris. He orgc.nized the 
Holy Alliance and c.t the Congress of Vienna, l~id claim und 
tightened the grip on Poland. 

At the turn of the nineteenth century, the rost~l service 
in Russia consisted of about 5,000 uorkers and 458 establishments• 
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In 1802-1806 reorganization of ministries placed the Postal 
Department undor . the supervision of the Ministry of Interno.l 
~.ffairs, and this was completed in 1811. In 1819, however, 
it was placed under the :t~inistry of Spirituo..l Affo.irs and Educa
tion! This did not last long and shortly it was placed upon its 
ovm feet, hewing :'..ts oYm chief. 

In 1824 a daily mail schedule ·was sot up between St. 
Petersburg und Moscow end in m~ny pl~ces the postal service wes 
speeded up to two instccd of one delivery a wook. In 1825 the 
daily service was sot up all over the Empire. Before Alexander 
died, the number of postal establishments which wns 458, within 
twenty-five ycers rose to 669. 

The portrcit of Alexander I is on the 20 Kop. stamp. It is 
of olive green colour and there is a marked vnri~tion from light 
to deep hue. To BY knovrledge there are no errors 1 isted, nor a.re 
there any important varieties. 

Proofs. 

Violet frnme, no imprint. 
Light ¥iolet Brown, imprint Zarrin and Lundin. 
Gray Black 
Violet., 
Rose Red. 
Salmon Red. 
Chocolate Brown. 
Turquoise. 
Dark Violet 
Vc.rious colours (.11 die proofs of head in different 

stages of engraving.) 
Bl~ck (11 die proofs of complete stamp in various 

stages of engraving, one signed). 
Vurious shades (8 die ~roofs of complete stamp, 

on linear background). 
Various shades (9 die proofs of complete sta.mp 

·on . so·l id background) • 

The 20 Kopeck portrait was used on a stamped envelope, 
being the highest value of the J.ubilee or the 18th issue of 
1913. It is on an envelope that is bluish gray in colour, nnd 
these come in two sizes, 144 X 120 and 143 X 81. 
Tho usod covers show intereating post:al marltin·gs, but they 
o,ro not as trnquontly cncountorcd o.s the othor cheaper 
vo.luoa, 

The covers shoTiing the stamp itself afford great study. 
One in my possession thE'.t is posto.lly unusual is one from Persia., 
with the Tnvriz Russian Consulate postmark, dated 9-5-15• It is 
o. registered cover, with both a Zakaznoe sticker and a Rocomandee 
stamp·~ It is addressed to Paris, France and shows a perfect 
"on the nose" cancellation (round, two r1ngs,w1th inscription 
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between the rings, date in one line, colour, black). The back
stamp is a bluck round Paris Distribution nostmark 18-6-15. 
There is also e. large bluish purple stamp ''Opened by War Censor, 
Colonel Strauss." 

The most unusual cover of the entire collection is one 
that took six years to travel from Moscow to Georgetown, 
British Guiana! It is a Registered cover. bearing . a Moscow post
mark of 16-7-14. The front cover also shows the censorship 
sticker of ·the Danzig Kaieerliches Postamt. On the back we see 
the 20 Kopeck stump in the centre, with .::i.n "on the nose" 
cancellation also benr1n5 16-7-14, and the inscription of the 
7th. Gorod. Pocht~ Otd. {Tovm Post Div.). There is an officer's 
registry of censorship nt Danzig, 3-10-1914, with signature, in 
five lines, in blue, and a stamp in · the same shade, circular 
with an eagle in the centre, with the seal of the Danzig office. 
There nre a~so three oval postmarks of New York, "Rec'd (23) 
For' gnJ' date in centre 1920 ~ There is also a registration ~mall 
round poct:n::l.! .. !: of the G.P.O.B:;.'~ Guiana a.a.ted 31 l{ar. 20. 

Thi~ was in~ced an Odyssey of a letter. It wound up in a 
German ~ar Censor · s office, after being cnptured during the war, 
or just st1.lck t,here at the time of we.rt and finally rele~sed f'.nd 
sent throueh to its proper destination. 

25 KOPECK. 

Alexis MichailO.vich Romanov, father of Peter the Great, 
actively parsued t.he policy of expansion of t~ growing empire. 
He defeato~ Poland and Sweden and added extensive territory to 
his domcinsft He subdued the Don Cossacks, cod1f1ed' the exist
ing laws, and improved communications with Europe. When he came 
to the ·throne, his povrnr centred mainly around Moscow, and only 
the i~;,ner or \'lhita City at that, housing the boyars and the 
n1ercha.nts.. b.t h.~.s a.eath, this embryo empire, sproc.d fn.r and wide, 
controlling extensive nrcns, which before, were only nomina~ly 
under the Muocovite rule. Thus the master of Kremlin and the 
Kitaigorod section of t,he White City proved himself E'. great 
leader ~o the nobility, and to the commoners dwelling beyond the 
Rod Wall, and the wooded plD.1ns of the ancient R.l. s. 

R.:1.:-e visitors to Moscow, from abroad, c.eclared that ir. the 
ee.rly dD.ys of Alexia, the son of the founder of the dynasty, 
Michci.el, only one mo1ern thing existed in Mosco·w, the Ya.ma, or 
the hor·se-relay post,, and that was inherited from the Tartars! 
Alexis was o. pa1'adox. He parr..ded in p·.1blic as c. stern leader of 
the Church~ but behind the vmlls of his teren: he drank deeply, 
enjoyed heretical foreign theatricals, read the books of Olearius, 
and sinfully ent.ertc.ined the foreigners. fi'hilo professing 
liberaliom, he bound, by his Uluzhenie, all t~e common folk to the 
land, forbidding them sinful amusements, and 3 □tablishihg the 
yoke of serfdm,i. 
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The moujiks of Muscovy, tired of the laws, taxes and 
"German science", migrated in great numbers to Sibir; beyond the 
Urals, and Dezhnev, reached as far as the Bering Straits, and 
founded fur posts in the land conquered by Irmak, the Don 
adventurer. The Tatar tovm of Sibir, became the gateway to new 
land of Siberia. But Razriad or the Bureau of Military Affairs 
in Kremlin sent voevodes or governors and soldiers to rule this 
new empire. It took them a year or more to reach their posts, 
travelling in the coaches of the Yama, bearing the two-headed 
eagle emblem, following traces of routes, which maintained post 
stations every fifty versts. Frequently the yamschiks, sent out 
ahead, with horses, food, watchdogs and families, disappeared into 
the frozen tundras, and the travellers had no rele.ys, and no one 
to take them to the next station. Some of these routes were fur 
routes, others were grain routes. Thus an empire spread. 

Alexis named Athanasy Ordin Nastchokin to deal with his 
foreign affairs, and this man, uell educated and a linguist, not 
only brought order, but western ideas into Russia, improving 
tr~nsportation and communications in doing so. He was the father 
of regular postal service, plRcing experienced foreigners in 
ch~rge. These men had protested to Alexis, because they had no 
me~ns of communicating with their homelands. In 1666 this was 
remedied, and a regular post Tias established between Russia and 
Kurland, as well as with Poland. ~hese foreigners kept all of 
the tariff collected for the service. 

The portrait of Czar Alexis is on the 25 Kopec~ stamp. It 
is of dark lilac or claret, or red violet colour. Outside of 
shade varieties, there are no records of errors or irregularities. 

Proofs. 

Violet 
Black frame, imprint of Bilibin and Schirnbock. 
Black Brown, same imprint. 
Blue Green frame, same imprint. 
Purpl 1sh Lake 11 " " 

Dull Purple (5 die ~roofs). 
Black (2 die proofs). 
Dull Blue (3 die proofs). 
Grey Purple (2 die proofs). 
Green · ( 2 " . " ) • 
Dull Red ( 1 " proof). 
Bi-coloured, in various combinations (13 die proofs). 

The 25 Kop. stamp shows less of the shade variation than 
the others, being ~ostly the lighter and the darker varieties, 
and no in between hues. My collection shows only the round 
postmarks, of two sizes. All are black, except one, which is of 
purple colour. 
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.. Besides a high value cover, which I shall describe later, 
and which has all values from 15 Kop. to 1 Rouble inclusive, I 
have an interesting cover showing 25 Kop. with a long tab, along 
with the 1 Kop. and 4 Kop. Romanovs. This is a Riga registered 
letter bearing the Riga sticker and purple "registered" rubber 
stamped sign, and the number in blue. It is addressed to St. 
Louis, Missouri, u.s. The back of the cover carries the three 
stamps, and the St. Louis and New York postmarks. 

35 KOPECK. 

Paul I succeeded his mother Catherine II, and uas knovm 
for his kindness to the Polish pr~soners. During his reign he 
annulled much that his mother had approved and established. 
Later, an insanity crept in, nnd he became very cruel and ob
scene. His courtiers finally fo~nd his outbursts unbearable, 
and strangled him in 1801. 

During his reign, in 1799, an Ukase ~as made statin~ that 
all It.oscow and foreign mail be brought to St. Fetersbure; 'TT'ith 
out any intermediate sto,s, using special courier post knoYm as 
extr~.-po st. 

During the sl'..me year, and ending in 1800, seven Post 
Offices or Pochtc.:mpts \7ere pln.ced under the Highest Local Postal 
Direction (Vishie :::Jestnoye Pochtovoye Upravlenie) namely: 

1. St. Petersburg. 2. Hoscou. 3. Me.lorossiiski (Little 
Russicn). 4. Litovski (Lithuanian) set u:o in 1797 in Vilna. 
5. Tambovski (Taobov). 6. Y.a~an. 7. Siberian (in 1800). 

Under these were placed festal kontoras (Branch P.O.), 
Postal Expeditzias and Field Polevie) Post. The postal ko~toras, 
according to Frigara, were further divided into five groups. 
These covered the border (Dubossar border), gu.bernia border and 
port kontcras, other gubernia kontor~s, border ~nd port kontoras, 
and the lc.st or the fifth division consisting of the town kon
toras, The expeditzie.s were divided into to,.:n ['.nd county (Uezd). 
The ltontoro. p.o's. and expeditzias controlled the postal stc.tions 
or the stanzias, also the mcilmen (pocht~llions) accompanying the 
me..il. 

The image of Czc;r Pnul I is on the 35 lCopeclr stamp and it 
is Vl:'.riously doscr·ibed as being d2.rk blue ~nd green, gro.y violet 
and dark green, or slate violet o.n~ dull Green. No varieties, 
outside of lighter or deeper hues ere recorded, nor ~s there any 
evidence of errors. 

:Proof a. 

Purple, imprint of Lancere and Schirnoock. 
Bistre Bro,0m, se.r.ie. 
Light emerald green, imprint same. 
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Dark Chocolate Brown frame, san.e imprint. 
Bi-coloured Light Chocola.te frame, black 

head and white, same imprint. 
Green and Violet (die proof). 
Black, imprint of Lancero and Schirnbock. 
Blue (die proof). 
Green, 
Violet, 
Olive Green and Violet. 
Green and Violet, different shade. 
Orange Brovm and Slate Green 
Chocolate and Bright Red. 
Ultrnmarine and Green. 
Dark Blue and Violet (Red Violet). 
Violet and Blue. 
Dark Brovm and Violet Brovm, 
Brown and Violet (19) var. shades, freme only, 
Green and Blue, 5 of head in var. shades. 
Bistre Brown,'frame (5). 
Orange Brown (12). 
Purple Bro,;m ( 24) • 
Violet (die proofs 23). 
Purple 11 11 8) • 
Green, Brown, Blue (38) different) .• 
Olive (8 die proofs of comolete stamp). 
Green (14 11 11 11 t, 11 ) . • 

Bistre Brovm (6 die proofs of complete stamp,) 
Blue, (7) same. 
Purple (10) s~ne. 
Brovm ( 8) same • 
Various shades, (5). 
Bi-coloured die-proofs of complete stamp in 

various colours in combinations (133). 

Among the covers showing the 35 Kop. stamp, is a very 
interesting one_in my collection showing also the 15, 20, 25, 
14, 50 and 70 Kop. Romanova, as well as the 1 Rouble Romanov. 
It is a registered letter from St. Petersburg, with a registra
tion sticker, as well as the stamps on the front of the cover, 
It is addressed to Baron Rosen, Stockholm, Sv,eden. The post
marks are small, round shtempels of St. Peterabur~ 2-5-13, 
Expeditzia. On the back is a carmine scalloped seal with the 
white lettering of the Kanzelaria. (Office) of Foreign Affairs. 
In the centre is the two-headed eagle of the Empire. Besides 
this seal, is a larger St. Petersourg shtempel, and a 
Stockholm post~ark, dated 17-5-13. 
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50 KOPECK. 

Elizabeth I of Irussia, daughter of Peter I and Catherine I 
was pictured by Frederick the Great as too fat and orthodox, 
but without an ounce of a nun. This sarcasm cost him dearly, in 
that age of petticoat dynasty that influenced Europe consisting 
of Pompadour, Maria Theresa and Elizabath. After Pater's death 
four women ruled Rlssia, tuo Catherines, Anna and Elizabeth, or 
to be more accurate, their lovers and favourites. Elizabeth's 
lover and RJ.ssia'a real ruler was Biron, a Balt who ruled the 
empire with intolerable cruelty. 

She arranged to defeat Frederick, by conspiring with Pompa
dour and Maria Theresa, but the coalition did not succeed be
cause Crown Prince '(Peter III) \·ms an agent of the Prussians, 
and betrayed theml Just when the "petticoat" armies were about 
to destroy Frederick, Elizabeth conveniently died, and Czar 
Peter immediately concluded a peace, and tumod all of his 
armi~s to Frederick for use as allies. Just as conveniently, he 
"died, 11 and his German wife Sophia, proclaimed herself a Cather
ine II, after the murder at Ropsh~, performed by her lover 
Orlov. Once again the petticoat dynasties fccod Frederick the 
Groat! 

Empress Eliza.bath fills the 50 Kop. stamp, which is slate 
and brown in colour, sometimes described as gray and brown. 
There are light and dark shade farieties. There is also a top 
perf. double, in such a manner as to make vertic~l slots betwoon 
stamps. I,hcve the double perf=ration item in my collection, 
also a folded corner pair in which the upper left corner uas 
folded when the brown printing took place. It has thence un
folded and the sheet received the blue gray or slate printing 
of the centre. This is a uni4ue item. 

Proofs. 

Orange frame, imprint Lancere and Ksidias. 
Red centre, no imprint. 
Various shades, colours, (10 die ::,roofs). 
Dull Violet and Chocolate Brovm. Imprint Lancere 

and Ksidias. 
Peacock Blue frame. Imorint Lancere and Ksidias. 
Pu.rple 11 1, • 11 11 11 

Colour var. (2) frame only imp. 11 
" 

11 

Brovm (die proof of head). 
Green 11 11 11 11 

Purple 11 11 11 11 

Various shades of die proof of frame (57). 
Black (4 dies proofs of complete st~n,. 
Bi-coloured die proofs (23) var. shades. 

At the Farouk Auction a 50 Kop. essay of the 1913 issue 
was presented, which did not show an Imperial portrait, but 
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consisted of a milky blue design, crown over two headed eagle, 
holding sceptre. 

I have but two covers, and several "on piece." Also 
stamps mint end used shewing a double perforation at the top. 

70 KOPECK. 

Many historians claim dynasty birth with Ivan IV, the 
Terrible, in 1533. It was he who really raised the House of 
Romanovs to the throne. Some claim that his successor, Feodor 
founded the dynasty in 1584. The third Czar was Michael (1613 
birth - he did not rule until thirteen years later). He was a 
descendant of Rurik, the Norse prince who was invited to rule 
over the troubled Russians. Michael was a lame, sickly son of the 
Archibishop of Rostov. According to some historians, he was 
sixteen when called out of the monastery to rule the ancient 
Russians. · All agree that he would have been much happier to 
tinker with many clocks, and. to pray with the Patriarch, than 
to assume the power of Veliki Gosudar, or the Great Master. 

As the Czar, he concluded a peace with Gustavus Adoiphus, 
and with the Poles, as well as with England, France, Persia and 
China, and gave Russia peace for the first time in three 
generations. Gave her industrial and commercial progress. 
Extended ~1ssian rule to the Pacific, across the entire length 
of Siberia. 

During the time of Ii!ichael, postal comnrunications consisted 
of private couriers between various nobles or boyars, and 
between them and the Czar. Commoners had no access to the system. 
Another system was tho yama, inherited from the Tatars, which 
consisted of horse dra~m carriages, driven by yamschiks who were 
supplied every so mcmy V'3rsts along the roads, o.t stations which 
also offered food and night's lodging. This too was not ~vail
able to the average m~n. Towards the end of Michael's reign, a 
certain amount of postal service was carried on between the 
officials of major cities, but very rarely was this service used 
between private individuals. 

Michael Feodorovich was portrayed on the 70 Kopeck stamp, 
n handsome bi-coloured design of bro\m nnd yellow green, also 
found _in broun and . bright green. Light and dark shades are 
frequent, with· varying gredations of the tint. 

Proof's. 

Yellow ~reen frame, Violet head. Impr. Bilibin 
and Lundin. 

Violet Brown, same imprint frame. 
Brown and Black II II II 

Various colours of' freme (9) 
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Yellow Green. 
Green. 
Violet end Brown. 
Violet and Dark Violet. 
Dark Olive Green .and Blue. 
Brown and Brick Red. 
Dark Olivo '.?:·reen and Violet. 
Blue Violet and Dull Violet. 
Light Green and Blue. 
Light Brown and Green. 
Green and Violet. 
Two die proofs, frame only, imprint of 

Bilibin and Lundin. 
Red Violet, same as above. 
Emerald Green, same. 
Blue Green, same. 
Purple, scme. 
Red orange, same. 
Various colours of die proof e of head ( 5). 
Same of frame (46). 
Green, (10 die proofs). 
OrB-nge Brown ( 8 die proofs). 
Purple Bro~m ( 10 11 11 ) • 

The author has seen but a few of postally used and not 
philatelically created covers showing the 70 Kopeck stamp. 
One of the covers in the collection is a registered cover 
bearing several Romanov values, one being the stamp in question. 
It has been described before. In passing, one rnaynote that the 
mint copies of the st~mp are considerably lighter than the used 
specimens, even those very lightly cancelled. One variety 1s 
held in light emerald and dull bro,m as against the normal 
colours, yello~ green and chestnut brovm. 

With the last denomination, the discussion of the 
Roma.nova, inv.olving thumbnail sketches of their lives, and the 
postal history of their reigns, comes to an end, as the only 
other portrait is the one on the 5 Rouble, and that one, Czar 
Nicholas II has already been ~iscussed. much of the historical 
dnta· was derived fro~ the stnndard reference texts, and &l.ssian 
histories in the native language in the author's library. The 
postal history uas p~rtly derived from the s~me source, pertly 
from the records of the postal department. The listings of the 
proofs were made from the contents of the Cznr's Collection, 
Faberge, Farouk, recent Harmer's Auctions, and many other 
catclogues listing the Rom~nov proofs. 
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1 ROUBLE. 

The 1 Rouble denomination pictures the Kremlin in Moscow. 
It appears in deep green, yellow green, and green shade varieties • 

. Although it 10 supposed to be on the white paper, the author has 
examples of the stamp on greenish paper. The stamp exists in 
imperforate state, and Billig lists a punch or Telegraph can
cellation 1n his catalogue. The last are also 1n my collection. 

Proofs are known to be in different colours, 1n the Czar's 
collection, being seven in number, with imprint omitted, dated . 
8-X-10, also two of same, dated 25-X-10. 

Essays. 

Essays are knovm to be three to ten in number, featuring 
Nicholas II, black 1mperforate essay die, small head on thin 
opaque paper, with no imprints. I have one of the copies, and 
one has been recently seen in the Farouk Auction, and one in the 
Mercury Stamp Company Auction. 

_Same ~ssay, but in sl~te black on thin white paper, 
numbers kno,m, 3-10.. · 

Same, but without value indications, numbers known (3-10). 
Same, central medall1on_alon~, 1n black on thin white 

paper, numbers known, 3-lo .•• 
Similar design, large head in medallion, Prussian blue, 

no value 1nd1c~t1on, on thin white paper, no imprints, 
numbers known, 3-5• 

Same in Violet Brown, value labels filled with solid 
colo~r, on white chalky surfaced paper, numbers known 
3 ... 5. 

Same 1n black frame design or. thick chalky surfaced 
paper, numbers knorm, ·3-5. · 

Besides the prev.ioualy_ described cover showing many high 
value Romanovs, including the l Rouble value, the author has 
seen but few truly posta.lly used ~overs with this value. 
Considering the tariff for postage, the need for Rouble 
denominations was indeed limited. 

2 ROUBLE. 

The 2 Rouble stamp features the Winter Palace, at St. 
Petersburg. It appears in various tints of reddish brown, and 
is printed on white paper. Prigara mentions that it was also 
printed on yellowish paper. Many stamps in my collection, the 
perforates, as well as the imperforate pair show a yellowish or 
creamy colour• Frankly I have not seen a truly white paper with 
this value, such as one finds in the 1 Rouble. Billig lists 
~ punch cancellation for this value too, but this is a telegraph 
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cancellation, as is of 1·ittle philatelic interest. 

The Fnrouk collection exhibited a 2 -Roublc red brown.and a 
3 Rouble db.Jllr ,riolet each in a vertical pair, imperforate, each 
affixed to a sheetlet,specially annotated by F. K. Okhmetov, 
27th May, 1912, Winter Palace. This is indeed an unusual item. 

Proofs exist in deep green, imperforate die proof, on thin 
card.board., no imprints. Thi8 is rare. 

Tho imperforate 2 and 3 Rouble stamps were unlmovm until 
blocks of each appeared at the Harmer Rooke auction, on 
January 31, 1944• This caused a great sensation in the Phila
telic circles. Only two hundred were printed of each value, the 
2 and the 3• Recently several of these have shown up, after a 
long period of hiding. The Bogoff and the Farouk Auctions 
featured blocks and pairs respectivelye 

3 ROUBLE. 

The 3 Roubln v:i.lue shorrn the· Rome..nov Cestlc or Palace in 
Moscow. It is in de~p violet or dark ~iolet colour, and also 
appears in a lighter shade.. Prigara mentions e. variet,y that is 
prd.nted on yellowish pLlper; however, I have seen only the ones 
printed on white paper. Billig lists a punched cancoll~tion. 
The imperfo~ate variety was printed in the limited number of 
two hundred. 

Proofs are few. One comes in chocolate brown, impr. die 
proof on thin white cardboa:'.'<l, no imprints. There is also a setof 
the Czar's die proofs in various coloursf in different states of 
the die state 1,2,3 (3),4,5 (3),6,7, (3J and 8 (5). 

The 5 Rouble v::.lue, the !1lghest in the set, features Czar 
Nicholas II ~gain. The colour is black brown, and there is but 
little of colour v.-1riet;y. Gcncro.lly the 1'.ead is fairly constant, 
but the shl'..dow on the left, c.n•i the frame itself shows a gradual 
depth of colour, in some :;:pccir:1ens in my r;ollection. There are 
also some very dark oop-:!.e~ of ~.1scd stamps, lightly ce.ncelled, as 
compared to the m::i.nt copiee) e.nd other used st.at:ips. 

Prigara lints these stc~ps ~s being printed on pinkish 
pa.per, as uell as the regulc.r, Stamps in the l'.uthor' s collection 
sho~ a wide rnnge from crency ~hite to buff to pinkish. 
Imperforate and punch c~ncellation types nre listed by Billig. 
The imperforate copy in ~uthcr's possession, sho~s the lower 
right section of the Russian word Obrazetz or Specimen. The 
colour is a unrmer ~nd a lighter brovm thun usual, and the 
specimen printing runs vertic~lly up the left third of the stamp. 
There is ~ large upper· -tab~ 



On piece, my collection has a twelve stamp block 
(2 X 6) on a cloth, that resembles linen, and it is postmnrked 
Nikolaevsk,Primorsk.Obl. 

A cover, using the 5 Rouble stamp, is alee worthy of 
description. It is a Zakeznoe letter with the registry of 
Pokrovskoe-Alabino Pochtovoe Otdelenie, of Moscow Gubernia, 
village of Novikovo, from a warehouse of toys, of one named 
Skvortzov, sent to Kiev, to a toy store. There is a stamped 
in blue "Nalojenie Platej" me.rking on the front of the letter, 
indicating "Placed Payment." On the back are six stamps: 
5 Rouble ill>manov, 7 Rouble {1889), 1 Rouble {1902) and 3, 70 
and 25 Kap. stamps of 1909, all postmarked by the Pokrovskoye
Alabinc Mosc.G. postmark dated 1-3-17• There are two Kiev 
postmarks, dated 7-3-17• 

In conclusion of this section, of the description of the 
non-philatelical pieces and covers, covering the discussion of 
the previous values, one should cite an unusual item, whose 
greatest claim to fame is that it is a cover with the largest 
array of Romanovs, and with the largest amount of money in 
stamps it has been my privilege to see, using the Jubilee issue, 
or any Imperial issue, ~rior to the inflation. It is a cover 
sent from Orel to Rigas treasury, with 378,276 Roubles and 68½ 
Kap. in money. The postal branch had to affix 573 Roubles and 
75 Kop. in stamps for postage, plus transfer fees. A smaller 
sum ordinarily in a registered letter, sealed at.the P.O. ~ith 
official CTP.KOP. or Strakhovaya Korrespondentzia {insured 
correspundence) would have been sent as described, but this large 
sum had the following postage, to cover the possible loss of the 
contentn. 

There is a block of fifty {5Xl0) stamps, a sheet, also 
two more stamps added to produce a block of 60 in all, and 
another multiple of 54, one stamp less than a block of 11 X 5. 
There was a 3 Rouble, 50 Kap. and 25 Kap., all Romanovs. All 
stamps were postmarked Orel, 20-12-14. Below the stanps was a 
small round postmark of Riga. 

On the other side, translating the Russian text, was the 
following: "Open letter with declaration of value of three 
hundred seventy eight thousand, two hundred seventy six Roubles 
and s~ty eight and a half Kopeckf:I." In parentheses below 
{378,276 R. 68½ K). Below that was the number 2401. Near by 
to the right, in a rectangular frame was No. 192, Orel (two 
lines) Then came the address: 

To the Treasury 
No. 11400, 11401 
From Orel Treasury. 

Alongside was theOrel postmark. 

The proofs of the 5 Rouble denomination are very scarce. 
There is a deep violet brotm, imperf. die proof on original 
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dtamp printing paper, nc imprints. This was shovm at the 
Farouk Auction. The Czar's collection featured a range of 69 
die proofs, presenting six different states of the preliminary 
die, 26 states of the final die. "No other series of line 
engraved die proofs of more than 10 different states is known 
of any stamp in the world. 11 (Rua.Am.Philatelist). 

There is an ess·ay of the 5 Rouble stamp knorm, in cobalt 
blue, crown in a frame, similar to Scott A32, imperf. which is 
unique. No others are ltnown to the author. 

It is interesting to note, in concluding this phase of the 
Jubilee Issue that the standard catalogues are most inadequate 
and incomplete in their coverage of this set of stamps. Scott 
catalogue, for instance, lists but t~o varieties, the 7 and the 
10 Kop. imperforates! The literature, likewise presents but few 
and brief accounts about these stamps, most of which appeared 
in the journals during the year of the issuance of the series. 

GREGORY B. SALISBURY, n.n.s. 
Philadelphia. 

We wish to acknowledge the generosity of Dr. Salisbury 
wno has defrayed part cost of printing and illustrations for 
his article. 

AT AUCTION. 

Many unusual items came under the hammer recently, 
mostly R.S.F.S.R. material, all at one sale. 

An outstanding piece was a registered cover, 18/8/1921, 
Minsk to Berlin, carrying five perf. 2 Kop. arms type stamps, 
all surcharged in manuscript "250R," ~ith initials in red. 
This went for £9 (,525). A postcard, Moscow to Miropol (Kursk) 
4/9/1918, bearing an imperf. 5 Kop arms and two currency stamps 
11 1 11 on 1 Kop., 11 2 11 on 2 Kop. brought in £2 .7s.6d. (,56.50), a 
comnarative bargain. Sixty-five covers, including no uncommon 
specimens except three franked with "Kerensky" stamps, realised 
the estimate £40 (,5112). Prices on the whole were rather high 
for the sixty-three lots; however bidding uas brisk. 

Outside those, a cover, Moscow-Kaunas, was sold not long 
ago, bearing a pair of 5R stamps, S.G.210, Sc.179, from the 
R.S.F.S.R. first issue. Stamps of this issue are very unusual 
genuinely used, on cover extremely rare. Most used copies 
found are remainders dis~osed of by the government much later 
and cancelled to order beforehand with a Kharkov or Moscow 
obliterator. 

J.B. 
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SIX SCARCE POSTMARKS. 

There are rnnny rare Russian postmarks just ns there are 
rare stamps. Sone might even be described, although perhaps 
rashly, as "unique. 11 Many h!!.ndstamps of the pre-ndhesive er:i. 
come within this category, ns well as nuncrnl cnncellntions ~nd 
T.P.O.'s. These will be de~lt with in due course in our p~ges, 
but in the meantime we record here six postmarks belonging to 
no special classification. 

1. Handed in for delivery nt 5 o'clock of the day. 
(Vilnc. J,.887-91) • 

This postmark hns been seen on three stationery entires 
addressed to Vilna. One is from Vilkomir, 3rd March, 1887 and 
has a circular d~ted postmc..rk "Vilnc 9 Post Office 9, 4th March, 
18387" in addition to the "HC'.nded in for delivery" postm~rk with 
the time "5 o'clock." Another is from St. Petersbure;, 17th Feb. 
1890 nnd h£?.s the dated postmark 11Vilnn 2 Post. Telegr. Off. 2, 
18th Feb. 1890 11 c.nd c similr.r "Handed in for delivery" postml',rk 
but with "12 o'clock" and a slightly different ornnment" below. 
The third cover is from Tiorni, Kh~rkov G. and has a Vilna post
mark of 1891, the "Handed in for delivery" postmark being incoa
pletely struck and the hour is not visible. 

2. W~rsaw in the Delivery Office (Warsaw, 1896). 

As may be seen from the illustrction, this postmark contains 
also the figures t:!.nd nbbrevi~.tions 11 9 eh • . 20 X ut," meaning 11 9 
o'clock lllorning, 20th October." It occurs on one of the special 
postcards issued in Paris to celebrnte the visit of Tsar Nicholas 
II in 1896 end is addressed to Warsaw. On the card is a device 
consisting of the word "PAX11 enwreathed o.nd with rays radiating 
beh~nd national flag3 and shields showing the double-heeded eagle 
of Rlssia and the crowing cock of France, TI'ith the·do.te "Paris 
6 Octobre 1896." The postmark is Paris, 30th October·, 1896. 

3. St. Petersburg Forest Temporary Postnl Section. 
(St. Petersburg, 1888). 

This postmark reads "S,P.~R•Post Office, 2 Forest Temporary 
Postal Section 2, 26 June 1888" and occurs on o. str.tionery entire 
bearing o.n impressed 5 Kop st!'-mp and two additional 1 Kop . · 
adhesives and is addressed to Sevo.stopol. It is struck in blue
black• There is c.lso a double circular "St. Petersburg l Forward
ing Office" postmark of the smne date. 

The Forestry .cozy.s had its institute in a magnificent park 
situated three miles to the north of St. Petersburg and probably 
h~d a temporary post office for the uso of visitoro in the summer 
months. 
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4• Shuvalovsk Postal Section (St. Petersburg, 1903). 

SimilaF in appearance to the previous postmark, this one 
reads, "S.P.B. Chief Post Office, Shuvalovsk Posto.1 Section, 17th 
June 1903." It is struck in black on u pnir of 2 Kop. stamps on 
horizontnlly laid pape~. 

Shuv~lovo was a villege in another benutiful perk included 
in the estate of Count Shuv~lov, six miles north of St. Fetersburg. 

5. Ust - . Narova Esthonia Temporary Post ~nd Telegraph 
Section (ust Nnrova 1915). 

This postmark, co~pletc on~ 1 rouble Romanov is from 
cnother temporary post office. The River Ncrov~ flows into the 
Gulf of Finland from Lake Peipus nnd Ust Narovo. ("mouth of the 
Narovt:'.. 11

) a.nd is probably a holiday plncc on the coast at the 
mouth of the river. The post~crk date, 1.8.1915 supports this 
theory. It is not sh~wn on any mnp that I have. Narvn is a 
little way inland. 

6. Stare - Oboshinskce Samara Bank Company. (Staro
Oboshinskoe, 1915). 

This c~ncellction on~ 1 Kop Romanov is somethins of a 
mystery. It seer.:is to meo..n "Old Oboshinskoe ( Sc.m[1.ra) ( Credit) 
Bank Co. 11 and it might not be c. postmt:'..rk n.t !'.'..ll, but l'. fisc~l 
c:-.ncellation. Hcweve·r, the chances £'.re thnt it is n postmc.rk. 
I cannot find St~ro-Oboshinskoe on c.ny mc.p but there is an . 
Obshchi range of mountains in the south of the province of Samara. 

A. H. WOH'll~. 

NOT ISSUED BY THE G.P.Q. 

Our Me:nber in Oldhc.m, l(r. F. Maoon h:i.s given us details 
of a Nazi stai:1p which hc.s come into his possession. 

It is based on the threc-ho.lfpenny, 1937 Coronation stamp 
of Great Britain nnd is the sane · size and colour. On the left, 
over the King's heo.d nre the lettero "s.s.S,R"; on the right over 
the hend of Stl"..lin c.ppc!:'..rs "Britc.nni:i."; to his left is o. hl'.rnrnor 
nnd sickle in ~ st~r. In the centre the letters "G.R" nnd 
11 s.s.s.R" l'.re interr;:ixed; on the bottom runs "Teher~n. 28.11.1943. 
The steep is on piece tied with a London post□o..rk. 

The uhole thing is a clever forgery used by the Germ~ns for 
internal propcganda during the last war. 
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ADDENDA TO AimS ISGUE OF RJSSIA, 1909-1923 • 
(see Journal No.7.) 

1 Kop.: Sc. 73. S.G. 92 Perf. 

1912 B2 with b'.)tt.:im band broken at c.; 1A2, 1 narrower with 
longer base, BL above b~nd; 2Al; Wm. Vert, 

2 Kop,: Sc. 74, s.G. 93 Perr. 

1911 B2, without bands between panes at c., 3Cl above bottom 
band, BL• (my sheet has 10 para red overprint for Levant). 

3 Kou.: Sc. 75. S.G. 94 Perf. 

1912 B2, without bands between panes at C, 4Dl, except 
upright of 4 wider, BL above bottom band, (Has 15 para 
black overprint Aug. 1913). 

4 Kop.: Sc. 76. s.G. 95 Perr. 

1917 A2, 4D5 - BL of band, opposite stamp 100, same type 
letter as 4D, but smaller, 7 mm. high by 5 mm. wide, 
with longer base line. Belongs to series of 1, 2, 3 
fifth column of Plate III; has red X couche o. R. of 
band opposite stamp 40; Wm. v. 
5 Kop.: Sc. 77, s.G. 96. Perf. 

1918-23 03, 4D4 WQrn BR, poor Perf. 

1911 

1917 

1909 

1910 

10 Kop.: Sc. 79. S,G. 98. Perf, 

03, blue IDB, BL (previously listed ns 1912?). (Sheet 
with l piastre red overprint for Levant fixes date). 

Sc. 118. s.G. 152. 20 Kop. blaclc overprint on 14 Kop. 

03, with carmine 3Al couche opposite stamp 100 BR. Late 
printing base sheet Sc. 80. S.G. 99 141Xop., steel blue 
with carmine and white embossed centre. 

s.G.104 Perr. Revised for First 
intinp;. 

A7, Iaprint (a) 1909, BL. Hor. Wm. C dots further out 
than A8, highly embossed centre. 

C6, Imprint (a) 1910, darker colours than 1909 printing; 
eagle centre more detailed embossing, less heavily 
embossed. (Has Levant diagonal 5 Piastre black over-

·print) wm. Hor. 
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70 Kop.: Sc. 86. S.G. 105. Perf • (Revised listings}. 

1910 A7, Imprint (a} 1910 Hor. Wm. First Printing. 

1910-1912 C6, no imprint o~ PN. Hor. Wm., Second Printing. 

1912-1923 A8, no PN ~r imprint, Vert. Wm. Third-and later printings. 

10 R. Sc. 1935. S.G. 196 - Icp. 

1917 D5II, further study shows yellow dot 5/8 inch left of 
red dot, T• R. ~nd B. R. 

lA. Kop.: Sc. 80. S.G. 99 but. Imperf. 
I 

1909 Sample sheet perforated with l"etters of "OBRAZETS," 
meaning sample or specimen; letters 10 mm. high by 
5-7 mm. broad. 

Offices in China, 1904-1908, 5 and 10 R. imperforates, 
were also issued with similar perforations. (Sc.21 and 
Sc. 23) • 

Such staraps were used by the post office department to 
send stamp dealers to illustrate new issues. 

1917 Saople sheets, imperforate overprinted with "OBRAZETS" 
in blaclc, 7 mm. x 23 mra. were alno issued for l, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 15 and 20 Kopeck vnluos. 

Add o.lso under Earlier Issues: 

1 Kop.: Sc. 46, s.G. 50 Perf. 

1889 A7, but no dots, centre top e.nd bottom, Hor~ lo.id paper. 

1 Kou. Sc. 55. s.G. 64 Perf. 

1902 03, vertical (couche) imprint left of stamps 66 and 71, 
small letters. K. T • 07!lUT .A. 

I will gratefully receive any additional information 
others nay cere to send me on these issues. 

F. JULIUS FOHS • 
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NOTES ON THE ROSTOV SURCHARJES OF 1918. 

These surcharges were issued at Rostov late in 1918 by the 
"White" anti-Bolshevik Forces,._ and are listed by Gibbons under 
"Don Government" Noa. 40 to 4lj, Scott 1-8. • 

For~ number of years, the Gibbons "Catalogue has been 
describing these stamps as surcharged at Novocherkassk, Rostov and 
Taganrog. Although this description conveys the impression that 
surcharging oporations took place in all the three cities.named, 
it should no doubt be interpreted as meaning that .these stamos 
were surcharged for use in these three cities (and also in other 
neighbouring cities of the Don Basin, such as Azov, Berdiansk, 
etc.). In the early t~entics, this issue was attributed to Rostov 
alono, Novocherkaask being credited with another set of surcharges. 
These latter wore later found to be bogus and were deleted from 
the Catalogue, but neither this development, nor the finding that 
Novocherkassk had been using the Rostov surcharges, appear to con
stitute satisfactory evidence that Nos. 40 to 48 were actually 
surcharged at any other place than Rostov· itself. 

Examination of single copies of stamps of this issue may at 
times give the impression that the printing vras carried out at more 
than one place, on account of differences in the shape of the 
figures, and especially of wide variations in their thickness and 
general appearance. Whole panes of 25 can even be tound with the 
surcharge almost twice as thick as on other copies, also with 
apparent differences in the intensity of the typographical ink used. 

Despite all these discrepancies, a study of all panes of the 
25 Kop •. surcharges seen by the writer failed to reveal more than a 
single setting, while a whole sheet of 100 recently examined pro
vided additional evidence that differences in the thickness of the 
figures originated from uneven pressure of the printing form on 
the paper, and not from use of any other typographical form or from 
production at any other place. 

The sheet in question had been surcharged as usual in four 
operaticns, one pane of 25 at a time, but the printing form had 
applied its pressure in a different direction in each case, with 
the result that each pane of 25 was different frol'!l the others in 
general appearance. 

Sheets or panes seen often had pin holes in various positions 
near the edges, suggesting that these variations in pressure may 
have been caused by the fact that the gummed sheets of the stamps 
had a tendency to curl, and that means devised to keep them 
perfectly flat did not prove very successful. 

In the eaoe of the sheet mentioned above, the top left pane 
had received a pressure running horizontally from left to right, 
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with the result that the vertical row of five stamps at left 
(positions No. 1, 6, 11, 16 and 21) had a surcharge in thin figures, 
these becoming gradually thicker in the next vertical rows, with 
the vertical row at right (positions No. 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25) 
having a very thick impression. 

·The top right pane had a comparatively more regular appearance, 
denoting a better balanced pressure, which nevertheless was slightly 
heavier towards the bottom of the pane, indicating a mild pressure 
running vertically from top to bottom, with some weaker spots in a 
few other positions. This pane did not contain any thin figures, 
the first three horizontal rows having a rather irregular medium to 
thicker print, while the last two horizontal rows (positions No. 16 
to 25) had a very thick impression. 

The bottom left pane had received a preBsure running diagon
ally from N.TT. to S.E., with ste.mp in position No.l having the 
thinnest figures in the pane, followed by positions No. 2, 6, 7 and 
11, other positions in the pane showing figures gradually thicker 
in diagonal rows, with position No. 25 the thickest of all. In 
general, heavy print. 

The bottom right pane had the most uneven 2spect of all, with 
o. strong pressure running diagonally from s.w. to N .E. Stamp No. 
21 had a faint surcharge in thin figures, and stamp No. 16 had also 
failed to receive the print in full, while stamps in positions No.4 
and 10 had very thick figures, and the stcmp in position No.5 had 
received an unusuallt heavy print, with a shift which distorted the 
shape of the figure '5 11 , and left a very me.rked embossed impression 
of the surcharge on the back~ The other stamps in the pane had 
normal thin to medium figures. 

The difference in thickness as between light and heavy 
iupressions on the stamps of this issue can best be measured in the 
thickest parts of each figure, that is in the base of the 11 2 11 and 
in the central part of the loop of the "5 11 • At these spots, light 
impressions show a minin.un thickness of 0s70 nilliDeter, while the 
thickest imprcssicns reach up to l s30 't!m. The na_jority of positions 
in a pane usu~lly show intertiediate neasure~ents between these two 
extreoes. 

The distance between tne figures 11 2 11 :_l.nd "5" in the setting 
is practically constant, neasuring a.bout 1 '::illineter on average 
copies, but it goes without saying th~t this also is affected by 
the thickness of the figures, so thet - it Day reach up to 1.15 
millinetero on very light prints, or not exceed about 0.85 nill1-
Eeter on unusually thick lnpressions. 

The setting of the 25 Ko~. surcharges consisted of a tyJo
graphical fern of 25 subjects l5 x 5), nnde up by using two dis
tinct founts of type for each figure. Their characteristics are 
as follows: 
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Type A of the figure 11 2 11 (Fig.1) has a shorter base · than the 
□ain body of the figure, this base □easuring between 3 and 3¼ 
millineters according to the thickness of the print. This· type has 
a slanting appearance, and the upper part of the loop looks more 
ovc..1-shnped the..n Typo B. But . its :oost important characteristic is 
that the base is definitely shorter than the □ain width of the body, 
so that a vertical projection drawn from· the right edge of the loop 
would fall to the right of the end Qf the base. 

Ty!pe B of the 11 211 (Fig. 2) has a more balanced appearance, 
and the upper part of its loop more circular, with some flattening 
at the top. The tip of the loop ends in a diagonal direction, as in 
Type A. The base of tho 11 2 11 is distinctly longer than in Type A, 
measuring at.least 3½ millirnetera on normul copies, and up to 3¾ 
millimeters or more on very thick impressions. This base is 
practically as long as the main width of the body of the figure, 
thus helping give it a more upright appearance. A vertical projec
tion from the right edge of the loop would practically touch the 
tip of the serif of the base. · 

Position No.19 in the p~ne shows a constant variety due to the 
use of a figure of Type B fount which, perhaps by some accident, had 
the tip of its loop bent inwards, so tlk~t, instead of ending dia
gonally, the loop ends in a vertical direction, this vertical part 
of the tip measuring fully l millimeter (Fig.3,. As a result, the 
figure looks narrower at the top, but all its other characteristics 
are nevertheless identical with those of a normal Type B fount. 

Type C of the figure "5 11 (Fi~.4) appears to belong to the same 
style of fount as Type A of the 11 2 , with a slanting e.ppearance. 
Its flag is almost horizontal, and ends in a sharp diagonal projec
tion at 45°. Furthermore, the tip of the lower loop has a slanting 
appearance, and ends somewhat lower than the level of the base of 
the 11 2 11

• 

Type D of the 11 5 11 (Fig.5) shows the flag raore markedly bent 
downwards than in Type C, while the diagonEl.l projection a.t its 
end 1·s much less sharp. (On heavily printed copies, the flag 
appears at times as just one thick horizontal line, almost without 
any diagonal projection). The end of the lower loop is horizontal, 
and always en a level with the base of the 11 2 11

• 

The Types deacribed above are distributed as follows in the 
setting of 25 subjects: 

BC BC AC .AC -'':.C 

BC BC BC AC BC 

AC BC :..c BC BD 

BC .Q) BC ED AC 

BD M) AC /,.C AC 
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All four possible combinations are therefore present in the 
pane, in the following.proportions: · 

AC 
BC 
.AD 
BD 

in 10 positions 
in 10 positions 
in 2 positions 
in 3 positions 

{~os.3,4,5,9,11,13,20,23,24,25). 
{1os.l,2,6,7,8,l0,12,14,16,18). nr o s .1 7 , 2 2 ) • 
(r~os.15,19,21). 

No block of four in the pane will contain all four combina
tions, but a strip of four, consisting of. positions No.17,18,19 
and 20 will show them all, and will also include the "bent tip" 
variety of the "2 11 j,n position No.19. 

It is worth noting that, r1hile the two types of the "2" 
appear in the pane in practically equal quantities {12 of Type A 
against 13 ·or Type B), in the case of the 11 5" there are twenty 
subjects in Type C against five only in Type D • . 

Figures of the same founts were used for the "5" in the 
setting of the 50 Kop. surcharge (S.G. No.48), and examination of 
a block of 10 of this value discloses ag&.in a prepo.nderance of Type 
Cover Type D, as shown hereunder: 

C C 

C C 

C C 

C D 

C C 

Perhaps another rr.ember cc.n supply the distribution of the 
two types in the fifteen missing positions. There is also a 
possibility of two different fou.nts of 11 0 11 having been used. 

s. D. TCHILI~GHIRIAN. 

BATtE: BOG·US FORJ-ERY • 

Mr. P. T• Ashford wishes to make a small correction of a 
statement in his article on P• 144 of Journal i\0.7. Se sa.ys 
"Instead of citing the 6th J"uly, 1920 ae the day after the 
British left B~tum, I ought to h~ve said 'the day before.' 
The Off icia.l Ceremony was on the 7th but I de.re say some taking 
over waa done the day before. Fortunately this doesn't alter 
the fact that someone got hold of that datestamp - probablv on 
the 6th, for I'm quite sure thct the British forces wouldn~t 
worry about a dc.testamp the duy before they left for Englend! 11 
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